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18V LED LIGHT STAND BARE (TOOL ONLY) M18DSAL-0 BY MILWAUKEE

The Brighter, Tougher, Taller Stand Light â€“ M18™ Dual

Power Tower Light is designed to give professionals an area

lighting solution that adapts, performs, and survives

industrial use unlike any other portable work light. The

M18DSAL-0 can be setup in seconds with its max extension

2.1m high, and it collapses down to 1.2m for easy transport

and storage. The light head can be extended from 1.2-2.1m

to light overhead work or minimise shadows when casting

light downward. Capable of filling large areas with light, it

provides 2,500 lumens of high definition light output for in its

high mode, 1,100 in medium and 700 in low, and it can run

for up to 7, 14, or 2 hours with an M18™ REDLITHIUM ®-ION

9.0 Battery Pack. It uses high quality LEDs with a neutral

white color and a high color rendering index paired with a

Milwaukee ® designed reflector to produce an even beam

pattern. Its reinforced legs are impact resistant, and its low

center of gravity provides a stable base. The light head is

protected by an impact-resistant lens and bezel, and it nests

into a protective shroud for secure transport and storage. Its

LEDs never need to be replaced, and are backed by a limited

lifetime warranty. The light also has an AC inlet for dual

powered options, so that regardless where you are on the

jobsite you will always be able to light the jobsite. The

combination of these technologies offers professionals the

highest quality LED lighting solution, on or off the jobsite.

Features:

Sets up in 5 seconds, 2.1m extension.

Compact 66cm footprint with low centre of gravity.

Rotating and Pivoting head.

Three light output modes for optimal brightness and runtime.

High definition output with true colour, even beam, and

natural light.

Includes:

SKU Option Part # Price

5008968 M18DSAL-0 $539

Model

Type Light Stand

SKU 5008968

Part Number M18DSAL-0

Barcode 4892210162694

Brand Milwaukee

Technical - Main

Lumens
(Low/Medium/High):

700/1100/2500

Dimensions

Product Height 2100 mm

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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(1) M18™ Dual Power Tower Light (Tool Only) [M18DSAL-0]

(Not included) Battery and charger
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